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The Elden Ring Game (“Elden Ring”, “ER” or “Game”) is a fantasy action RPG being developed by Daedalic Entertainment and Beamdog. Players assume the role of a character who fights with the aid of a ring called the Elder Ring. During the Great War that ended all life on Eldos, the Elder Ring was brought forth by the Supreme Being in order to maintain order. Later
the Elder Ring was sealed inside the humans and with them, the power of the Supreme Being was bestowed upon them to govern the world. Amongst them, the Sovereign of the People rose, whose right to rule the humans was recognized by the rest of the Elder Ring and a succession of Elder Lords were born. The Elder Ring was sealed once again, but these Elder
Lords were just as evil as the Sovereign of the People and the other inhabitants of the Lands Between. They destroyed the Lands Between and created the Dark Land. The Dark Land was sealed once again, but then on a fateful day, the nations of the Lands Between saw the light once again. This was the time the Elden Ring was rediscovered. In the present time, and
in a post-apocalyptic world, the people have just awakened. In the midst of the chaos caused by the reconstruction of the Lands Between, the players assume the role of a character called Tarnished who finds himself in the midst of the conflict between the survivors and the remaining Elder Ring. PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS. System Requirements Minimum System
Requirements: ※Mac OSX 10.9 or later ※iOS 5.0 or later ※Minimum system RAM: 1 GB ※CPU: 1.6 GHz or later ※Recommended System Requirements: ※Mac OSX 10.9 or later ※iOS 5.0 or later ※Minimum system RAM: 2 GB ※CPU: 2 GHz or later ※NOTICE! ※These specifications refer to the high definition version. ※Compatibility check: ※Permissions Policy of

Features Key:
Role Playing Game (RPG), sequel to Made in Abyss (MIA)
RPG elements with a fantasy setting (*no action/racing)*
Equip up to 20 weapons, armor, and accessories
Create, develop, and evolve a character with millions of combinations, from body shape to weapon and armor
Well-designed interactions between characters with enhanced visuals, and a new workflow
Complete with countless events and stories (background and secret) to keep you immersed in the world
RPG elements and character growth improves based on how many people are in the party
Online Play where you can show off your skills and interact with other players by choosing a character that suits your play style
Mechanics to move characters, change their appearance and etc. using items with better quality rewards as you level up
Authentic and immersive theme settings
Bugs that have been removed after the internal test phase

Explore the world of Elden Ring

• Old traps and dungeons will await you as you explore the game world.

• Discover the legends and history of the world of Elden Ring while exploring.

• The new Type-S Elder Simulator is a concept not heard of in the game industry yet.

• Enjoy an overwhelming puzzle even when you mess up and try to get away from the spirits.

• Experience the changing of the seasons from the Green to the Red, then… to the Yellow!
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